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Abstract

How physical networks of neurons, bound by spatio-temporal

locality constraints, can perform efficient credit assignment,

remains, to a large extent, an open question. In ma-

chine learning, the answer is almost universally given by the

error backpropagation algorithm, through both space and

time. However, this algorithm is well-known to rely on

biologically implausible assumptions, in particular with re-

spect to spatio-temporal (non-)locality. Alternative forward-

propagation models such as real-time recurrent learning only

partially solve the locality problem, but only at the cost of

scaling, due to prohibitive storage requirements.

We introduce Generalized Latent Equilibrium (GLE), a com-

putational framework for fully local spatio-temporal credit as-

signment in physical, dynamical networks of neurons. We start

by defining an energy based on neuron-local mismatches, from

which we derive both neuronal dynamics via stationarity and

parameter dynamics via gradient descent. The resulting dy-

namics can be interpreted as a real-time, biologically plausi-

ble approximation of backpropagation through space and time

in deep cortical networks with continuous-time neuronal dy-

namics and continuously active, local synaptic plasticity. In

particular, GLE exploits the morphology of dendritic trees to

enable more complex information storage and processing in

single neurons, as well as the ability of biological neurons to

phase-shift their output rate with respect to their membrane

potential, which is essential in both directions of information

propagation. For the forward computation, it enables the map-

ping of time-continuous inputs to neuronal space, effectively

performing a spatio-temporal convolution. For the backward

computation, it permits the temporal inversion of feedback

signals, which consequently approximate the adjoint variables

necessary for useful parameter updates.

1 Introduction

The world in which we have evolved appears to lie in a

Goldilocks zone of complexity: it is rich enough to produce or-

ganisms that can learn, yet also regular enough to be learnable

by these organisms in the first place. Still, regular does not

mean simple; the need to continuously interact with and learn

from a dynamic environment in real time faces these agents –

and their nervous systems – with a challenging task.

One can view the general problem of dynamical learning as

one of constrained minimization, i.e., with the goal of min-

imizing a behavioral cost with respect to the parameters θ

that describe these nervous systems, under constraints given

by their physical characteristics. For example, in the case of

biological neuronal1 networks, such dynamical constraints may

include leaky integrator membranes and nonlinear output fil-

ters. The standard approach to this problem in deep learning

uses stochastic gradient descent, coupled with some type of

automatic differentiation algorithm that calculates gradients

via reverse accumulation [1, 2]. These methods are efficient in

their use of resources, and flexible in their range of applica-

tions.

If the task is time-independent, or can be represented as a time-

independent problem, the standard error backpropagation al-

gorithm provides this efficient backward differentiation [3–5].

We refer to this class of problems as spatial, as opposed to more

complex spatio-temporal problems, such as sequence learning.

For the latter, the solution to constrained minimization can be

sought through a variety of methods. When the dynamics are

discrete, the most commonly used method is backpropagation

through time (BPTT) [6, 7]. For continuous-time problems,

optimization theory provides a family of related methods, the

most prominent being the adjoint method (AM) [8], Pontrya-

gin’s maximum principle [9, 10], and the Bellman equation

[11].

AM and BPTT have proven to be very powerful methods, but

it is not clear how they could be implemented in physical neu-

ronal systems that need to function and learn continuously,

in real time, and using only information that is locally avail-

able at the constituent components [12]. AM/BPTT can-

not be performed online, as it is only at the end of a task

that errors are calculated retrospectively (Fig. 1). This re-

quires either storing the entire trajectory of the system (i.e.,

for all of its dynamical variables) until a certain update time,

and/or recomputing the necessary variables during backward

error propagation. While straightforward to do in computer

simulations (computational and storage inefficiency notwith-

standing), a realization in physical neuronal systems would

require a lot of additional, complex circuitry for storage, re-

call and (reverse) replay. Additionally, it is unclear how useful

errors can be represented and transmitted in the first place,

i.e., which physical network components calculate errors that

correctly account for the ongoing dynamics of the system, and

1We use the term neuronal to differentiate between physical, time-
continuous dynamical networks of neurons and their abstract, time-
discrete artificial neural network (ANN) counterparts.
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how these then communicate with the components that need

to change during learning (e.g., the synapses in the network).

It is for these reasons that AM/BPTT sits firmly within the

domain of machine learning, and is largely considered irrele-

vant for physical neuronal systems, carbon and silicon alike.

Instead, theories of biological (or bio-inspired) spatio-temporal

learning focus on other methods, either by using reservoirs

and foregoing the learning of deep weights altogether, or by

using direct and instantaneous output error feedback, trans-

mitted globally to all neurons in the network, as in the case of

FORCE [13] and FOLLOW [14]. Alternatively, errors can also

be carried forward in time and associated with past network

states, as proposed in real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) [15].

While still suffering from similar spatial locality problems as

BPTT, RTRL is temporally causal (Fig. 1). However, this

comes at a significant cost in its memory footprint (cubic scal-

ing for RTRL vs. linear scaling for BPTT), which quickly

becomes prohibitive for larger-scale applications in machine

learning. Various approximations of RTRL alleviate some of

these issues [16], but only at the cost of propagation depth. We

return to these methods in the discussion, as our main focus

here is AM/BPTT.

Indeed, and contrary to prior belief, we suggest that physi-

cal neuronal systems can approximate BPTT very efficiently

and with excellent functional performance. More specifically,

we propose the overarching principle of Generalized Latent

Equilibrium (GLE) to derive a comprehensive set of equa-

tions for inference and learning that are local in both time

and space (Fig. 1). These equations fully describe a dynam-

ical system running in continuous time, without the need for

separate phases, and undergoing only local interactions. More-

over, they describe the dynamics and morphology of structured

neurons performing both retrospective and prospective coding,

as well as the weight dynamics of error-correcting synapses,

thus linking to experimental observations of cortical dynam-

ics and anatomy. Due to its manifest locality and reliance on

rather conventional analog components, our framework also

suggests a blueprint for powerful and efficient neuromorphic

implementation.

We thus propose a new solution for the spatio-temporal credit

assignment problem in physical neuronal systems, with signifi-

cant advantages over previously proposed alternatives. Impor-

tantly, our framework does not differentiate between spatial

and temporal tasks and can thus be readily used in both do-

mains. As it represents a generalization of Latent Equilibrium

(LE) [17], it implicitly contains (spatial) backpropagation as a

sub-case.

This manuscript is structured as follows: In Section 2.1, we

propose a set of four postulates from which we derive network

structure and dynamics. This approach is strongly inspired

by approaches in theoretical physics, where a specific energy

function provides a unique reference from which everything

else follows. The derivation of network dynamics is made ex-

plicit in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we discuss how these dy-

namics effectively implement an approximation of AM/BPTT.

In Section 2.4 we show how our framework describes physical

networks of neurons, with implications for both cortex and

a

b

Figure 1: The problem of locality in spatio-temporal credit as-
signment. (a) To illustrate the different learning algorithms, we con-
sider three neurons within a larger recurrent network. The neuron in-
dices are indicative of the distance from the output, with neuron i + 1
being itself an output neuron, and therefore having direct access to an
output error ei+1. (b) Information needed by a deep synapse at time

t to calculate an update ẇ
(t)
i−1,k. These states are used to calculate fu-

ture errors e(t
+)

n for all neurons (n ≤ N) in the network, which are

then backpropagated into present errors e(t)n . Orange: future-facing al-
gorithms such as BPTT need to store the states of all N neurons in
the network for all future times t+ and can therefore only be imple-
mented in an offline fashion. These can then be used for synaptic up-

dates ẇ
(t)
i−1,k ∝ e

(t)
i−1r

(t)
k . Purple: past-facing algorithms such as RTRL

store the effect of all synapses on all past states r(t
−)

n in an influence

tensor M
(t−)
i,j,k . This tensor can be updated online and used to perform

weight updates ẇ
(t)
i−1,k ∝ e

(t)
i+1M

(t)
i+1,i−1,k. Note that all synapse up-

dates need to have access to distant output errors. Furthermore, the
update of each element in the influence tensor requires the knowledge
of distant elements and is thus itself nonlocal in space. Green: GLE

operates exclusively on present states r(t)n . It uses them to infer errors

e(t)n that approximate the future backpropagated errors of BPTT.

hardware. In Section 3, we discuss various applications, from

small-scale setups that allow an intuitive understanding of our

network dynamics, to larger-scale networks capable of solv-

ing difficult spatio-temporal classification problems. Finally,

we discuss the connections and advantages of our framework

when compared to other approaches in Section 4.
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2 Theory

2.1 The GLE framework

At the core of our framework is the realization that biological

neurons are capable of performing two fundamental temporal

operations. First, as is well-known, neurons perform temporal

integration in the form of low-pass filtering. We describe this

as a “retrospective” operation, as it is a function of past inputs,

and denote it with the operator

I−
τm {x} (t) := 1

τm

∫ t

−∞
x(s) exp

(
− t− s

τm

)
ds , (1)

where τm represents the membrane time constant and x the

synaptic input.

The second temporal operation is much less known but well-

established physiologically [18–22]: neurons are capable of per-

forming temporal differentiation, an inverse low-pass filtering

that phase-shifts inputs into the future, which we thus name

“prospective” and denote with the operator

D+
τr {x} (t) :=

(
1 + τ r

d

dt

)
x(t) . (2)

The time constant τ r is associated with the neuronal output

rate, which, rather than being simply φ(u) (with u the mem-

brane potential and φ the neuronal activation function), takes

on the prospective form r = φ(D+
τr {u}).

In brief, this prospectivity can arise from two distinct mecha-

nisms. On one hand, it follows as a direct consequence of the

output nonlinearity [20]. On the other hand, it appears when

the neuronal membrane (alternatively but equivalently, its leak

potential or firing threshold) is negatively coupled to an ad-

ditional retrospective variable. Such variables include, for ex-

ample, the inactivation of sodium channels, or slow adaptation

(both spike frequency and subthreshold) currents [21, 22], thus

giving neurons access to a wide range of prospective horizons.

For a more detailed discussion of prospectivity in neurons with

adaptation currents, we refer to Methods Section 6.3. We note

that in analog neuromorphic hardware, adaptive neurons are

readily available [23–26], but a direct implementation of an in-

verse low-pass filter would evidently constitute an even simpler

and more efficient solution.

Importantly, the retrospective and prospective operators I−
τm

and D+
τr have opposite effects; in particular, for τm = τ r, they

are exactly inverse, which forms the basis of LE [17]. In that

case, the exact inversion of the low-pass filtering allows the

network to react instantaneously to a given input, which can

solve the relaxation problem for spatial tasks. However, this

exact inversion also precludes the use of neurons for explicit

temporal processing in spatio-temporal tasks, which represents

the main focus of this work.

We can now define the GLE framework as a set of four postu-

lates, from which the entire network structure and dynamics

follow. The postulates use these operators to describe how for-

ward and backward prospectivity work in biological neuronal

networks. As we will see later, the dynamical equations de-

rived from these postulates approximate the equations derived

from AM/BPTT, but without violating causality, with only

local dependencies and without the need for learning phases.

Postulate 1. The canonical variables describing neuronal net-

work dynamics are D+
τmi

{ui(t)} and D+
τri

{ui(t)}, where each

neuron is denoted with the subscript i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

This determines the relevant dynamical variables for the pos-

tulates below. They represent, respectively, the prospective

voltages with respect to the membrane and rate time con-

stants. Importantly, each neuron i can in principle have its

own time constants τxi , and the two are independent, so in

general τmi ̸= τ ri . This is in line with the biological mecha-

nisms for retro- and prospectivity, which are also unrelated, as

discussed above.

Postulate 2. A neuronal network is fully described by the

energy function

E(t) =
1

2

∑
i

∥ei(t)∥2 + βC(t) , (3)

where ei(t) = D+
τmi

{ui(t)} −
∑
jWijφ(D+

τrj
{uj(t)}) − bi is the

mismatch error of neuron i. Wij and bi respectively denote

the components of the weight matrix and bias vector, φ the

output nonlinearity and β a scaling factor for the cost. The

cost function C(t) is usually defined as a function of the rate

and hence of D+
τri

{ui} of some subset of output neurons.

This approach is inspired by physics and follows a time-

honored tradition in machine learning and computational neu-

roscience [17, 27–29]. Under the weak assumption that the

cost function can be factorized, this energy is simply a sum

over neuron-local energies Ei(t) = 1
2
e2i (t) + βCi(t). Each of

these energies represent a difference between what membrane

voltage the neuron predicts for its near future (D+
τmi

{ui(t)}),
and what its functional afferents (and bias) expect it to be

(
∑
jWijφ(D+

τrj
{uj(t)}) + bi), with the potential addition of a

teacher nudging term for output neurons that is related to the

cost that the network seeks to minimize (βCi(t)).

Postulate 3. Neuron dynamics follow the stationarity prin-

ciple

I−
τmi

{
∂E

∂D+
τmi

{ui}

}
+ I−

τri

{
∂E

∂D+
τri

{ui}

}
= 0 . (4)

As the two rates of change (the partial derivatives) are with

respect to prospective variables, with temporal advances de-

termined by τm and τ r, they can be intuitively thought of as

representing quantities that refer to different points in the fu-

ture – loosely speaking, at t+ τm and t+ τ r. To compare the

two rates of change on equal footing, they need to be pulled

back into the present by their respective inverse operators I−
τm

and I−
τr . It is the equilibrium of this mathematical object,

otherwise not immediately apparent (hence: “latent”) from

observing the network dynamics themselves (see below), that

gives our framework its name. It is also easy to check that

for the special case of τmi = τ ri ∀i, GLE reduces to LE [17] –

hence the ‘generalized’ nomenclature.

Postulate 4. Parameter dynamics follow gradient descent

3



(GD) on the energy

θ̇ = −ηθ
∂E

∂θ
(5)

with individual learning rates ηθ.

Parameters include θ = {W , b, τm, τ r}, with boldface denot-

ing matrices, vectors, and vector-valued functions. These pa-

rameter dynamics are the equivalent of plasticity, both for

synapses (Wij) and for neurons (bi, τ
m
i , τ

r
i ). The intuition be-

hind this set of postulates is illustrated in Fig. 2. Without

an external teacher, the network is unconstrained and simply

follows the dynamics dictated by the input; as there are no

errors, both cost C and energy E are zero. As an external

teacher appears, errors manifest and the energy landscape be-

comes positive; its absolute height is scaled by the coupling pa-

rameter β. While neuron dynamics u̇ trace trajectories across

this landscape, plasticity θ̇ gradually reduces the energy along

these trajectories (cf. Fig. 2). Thus, during learning, the en-

ergy landscape (more specifically, those parts deemed relevant

by the task of the network, lying on the state subspace traced

out by the trajectories during training) is gradually lowered,

as illustrated by the faded surface. Ultimately, after learning,

the energy will ideally be pulled down to zero, thus implicitly

also reducing the cost, because it is a positive, additive com-

ponent of the energy. Beyond this implicit effect, we will show

later how the network dynamics derived from these postulates

also explicitly approximate gradient descent on the cost.

The four postulates above fully encapsulate the GLE frame-

work. From here, we can now take a closer look at the network

dynamics and see how they enable the sought transport of sig-

nals to the right place and at the right time.

2.2 Network dynamics

With our postulates at hand, we can now infer dynamical

and structural properties of neuronal networks that implement

GLE. We first derive the neuronal dynamics by applying the

stationarity principle (Postulate 3, Eqn. 4) to the energy func-

tion (Postulate 2, Eqn. 3):

τmi u̇i = −ui +
∑
j

Wijφ
(
D+
τr {uj}

)
+ bi + ei . (6)

This is very similar to conventional leaky integrator dynamics,

except for the use of the prospective operator for the neu-

ronal output, which we already connected to the dynamics

of biological neurons above. Thus, in the GLE framework, a

single neuron performs four operations in the following order:

(weighted) sum of presynaptic inputs, integration (retrospec-

tive), differentiation (prospective), and the output nonlinear-

ity. The timescale associated with retrospectivity is the mem-

brane time constant τm, whereas prospectivity is governed by

τ r. This means that even if the membrane time constant is

fixed, as may be the case for certain neuron classes or models

thereof, single neurons can still tune the time window to which

they attend by adapting their prospectivity. This temporal

attention window can lie in the past (retrospective neurons,

τ r < τm), in the present (instantaneous neurons, τ r = τm, as

described by LE), but also in the future (prospective neurons,

τ r > τm). These neuron classes can, for example, be found in

Figure 2: Comparison between AM and GLE. Network dynam-
ics define trajectories (black) in the cost/energy landscape, spanned by
external inputs I and neuron outputs r. Parameter updates (red, here:
synaptic weights) reduce the cost/energy along these trajectories. (a)
AM records the trajectory between two points in time and calculates a
(macroscopic) update ∆W that reduces the integrated cost along this
trajectory. (b) GLE calculates an approximate cost gradient at every
point in time, by taking into account past network states (via retrospec-

tive coding, I−
τ ) and estimating future errors from the current state (via

prospective coding, D+
τ ). Learning is thus fully online and can gradually

reduce the energy in real-time, with the real trajectory slowly diverging
from the (virtual) trajectory of the network when learning is turned off
(dashed line).

cortex [30, 31] and hippocampus [32, 33]; for a corresponding

modeling study, we refer to [22]. The prospective capability

becomes essential for error propagation, as we discuss below,

while the use of different attention windows allows the learn-

ing of complex spatio-temporal patterns, as we show in action

in Section 3. Note that for τ r = 0, we recover classical leaky

integrator neurons as a special case of our framework.

Eqn. 6 also suggests a straightforward interpretation of neu-

ronal morphology and its associated functionality. In partic-

ular, it suggests that separate neuronal compartments store

different variables: a somatic compartment for the voltage ui,

and two dendritic compartments for integrating
∑
jWijrj and

ei, respectively. This separation also gives synapses access to

these quantities, as we discuss later on. Further below, we

also show how this basic picture extends to a microcircuit for

learning and adaptation in GLE networks.

The error terms in GLE also naturally include prospective and

retrospective operators. As stated in Postulate 2 (Eqn. 3), the

4



total energy of the system is a sum over neuron-local energies.

If we now consider a hierarchical network, these terms can be

easily rearranged into the form (see Methods and SI, Section 9)

eℓ = D+
τm
ℓ

{
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1

}}
, (7)

where ℓ denotes the network layer and φ′ denotes the deriva-

tive of φ evaluated at D+
τr {uℓ}. In this form, the connec-

tion to backpropagation (BP) algorithms becomes apparent.

For τ r = τm, the operators cancel and Eqn. 7 reduces to the

classical (spatial) error backpropagation algorithm, as already

studied in [17]. When τ r ̸= τm however, the error exhibits a

switch between the two time constants when compared to the

forward neuron dynamics (Eqn. 6): whereas forward rates are

retrospective with τm and prospective with τ r, backward er-

rors invert this relationship. In other words, backward errors

invert the temporal shifts induced by forward neurons. As we

discuss in the following section, it is precisely this inversion

that enables the approximation of AM/BPTT.

As for the neuron dynamics, parameter dynamics also follow

from the postulates above. For example, synaptic plasticity is

obtained by applying the gradient descent principle (Postulate

4, Eqn. 5 with respect to synaptic weights W ) to the energy

function (Postulate 2, Eqn. 3):

Ẇij = ηW eirj = ηW (D+
τm {ui} − vi)rj , (8)

where vi =
∑
jWijrj is the membrane potential of the den-

dritic compartment that integrates bottom-up synaptic inputs.

Such three-factor error-correcting rules have often been dis-

cussed in the context of biological deep learning (see [34] for

a review). For a more detailed biological description of our

specific type of learning rule, we refer to [35]. Notice that pa-

rameter learning is neuron-local, and that we are performing

gradient descent explicitly on the energy E, and only implic-

itly on the cost C. This is a quintessential advantage of the

energy-based formalism, as the locality of GLE dynamics is

a direct consequence of the locality of the postulated energy

function. This helps provide the physical and biological plausi-

bility that other methods lack. In Section 2.4, we discuss how

GLE dynamics relate to physical neuronal networks and corti-

cal circuits, but first, we show how these dynamics effectively

approximate AM/BPTT.

2.3 GLE dynamics implement a real-time ap-

proximation of AM/BPTT

The learning capabilities of GLE arise from the specific form of

the errors encapsulated in the neuron dynamics, which make

the similarity to AM/BPTT apparent, as discussed below. For

a detailed derivation of the following relationships, we refer to

the Methods Section 6.2 and the Supplement Section 9.

Just like in GLE, learning in AM/BPTT is error-correcting:

∆WAM
ℓ =

∫ T

0

λℓr
T
ℓ−1 dt , (9)

where the continuous-time adjoint variables λ in AM are equiv-

alent to the time-discrete errors in BPTT. While typically cal-

culated in reverse time, as for the backpropagated errors in
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Figure 3: Comparison of GLE and AM/BPTT in Fourier space.

(a) Effect of the individual and combined GLE operators I−
τ and D+

τ
with shared time constant τ on a single frequency component of an input
current I. I−

τ generates a negative phase shift (towards later times)

and sub-unit gain. D+
τ is its exact inverse and generates a positive

phase shift (towards earlier times) and supra-unit gain. (b) Phase shift
and (c) gain of all four temporal operators in GLE and AM/BPTT
across a wide range of the frequency spectrum. Note how the prospective
operators D+

τ and I+
τ (orange) have the same shift but inverse gain; the

same holds for the retrospective operators I−
τ and D−

τ (purple). (d)
Phase shift and (e) gain of the combined operators as they appear in
the neuron dynamics. Here, we choose an example forward neuron (blue)
with a retrospective attention window (τm > τr). Both the associated
GLE errors e (blue) and the AM/BPTT adjoint variables λ (dotted) are
prospective and precisely invert this phase shift, albeit with a different
gain.

BPTT, for the specific dynamics of cost-decoupled GLE net-

works (β = 0 ⇒ e = 0 ⇒ E = 0) it is possible to write the

adjoint dynamics in forward time as follows:

λℓ = I+
τm
ℓ

{
D−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1λℓ+1

}}
. (10)

Here, we use adjoint operators D−
τ {x(t)} =

(
1− τ d

dt

)
x(t)

and I+
τ {x(t)} = 1

τ

∫∞
t
x(s) e

t−s
τ ds to describe the hierarchi-

cal coupling of the adjoint variables. We note that the adjoint

dynamics (Eqn. 10) can also be derived in our GLE framework

by simply replacing I−
τmi

with D−
τmi

in Postulate 3.

Note the obvious similarity between Eqns. 7 and 10. The inner

term φ′
ℓ ◦ WT

ℓ+1λℓ+1 is identical and describes backpropaga-

tion through space. The outer operators perform the temporal

backpropagation, enacting the exact opposite temporal opera-

tions compared to the representation neurons (first retrospec-

tive with τ r then prospective with τm, cf. Eqn. 6).

However, there is a subtle but important difference between the

temporal operators in GLE and AM/BPTT. In AM/BPTT,

the retrospective operator is differential and the prospective

one is integral. It is this integral operator I+
τm that causes

AM/BPTT to be noncausal, as it assumes a knowledge of the

future that is impossible to calculate in an online fashion.
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How GLE can perform an online approximation of this op-

eration is best seen in frequency space, where we can analyze

how the combined temporal operators affect individual Fourier

components (see also Fig. 3). For a single such component –

a sine wave input of fixed angular frequency ω – each opera-

tor causes a temporal (phase) shift: the retrospective operator

I−
τ causes a shift of the input signal towards later times, while

the prospective operator causes an inverse shift towards earlier

times. These phase shifts are exactly equal to those generated

by the adjoint operators D−
τ and I+

τ . Therefore, in terms of

temporal shift, the GLE errors are perfect replicas of the ad-

joint variables derived from exact gradient descent; this is the

most important part of the temporal backpropagation in AM.

In terms of gain, GLE and AM/BPTT are inverted. For

smaller angular frequencies ωτ ≲ 1, this approximation is very

good and the gradients are only weakly distorted. We will

later see that in practice, for hierarchical networks with suf-

ficiently diverse time constants, successful learning does not

strictly depend on this formal requirement. What appears

more important is that, even for larger ωτ , GLE errors always

conserve the sign of the correct adjoints, so the error signal

always remains useful; moreover, higher-frequency oscillations

in the errors tend to average out over time, as we demonstrate

in simulations below.

2.4 Cortical / neuromorphic circuits

As shown above, GLE backward (error) dynamics engage the

same sequence of operations as those performed by forward

(representation) dynamics: first integration I−
τ , then differen-

tiation D+
τ . This suggests that backward errors can be trans-

mitted by the same type of neurons as forward signals [36, 37],

which is in line with substantial experimental evidence that

demonstrates the encoding of errors in L2/3 pyramidal (PYR)

neurons [38–43]. Note that correct local error signals are only

possible with neurons that are capable of both retrospective

(I−
τ ) and prospective (D+

τ ) coding – the core element of the

GLE framework.

This symmetry between representation and error suggests a

simple microcircuit motif that repeats in a ladder-like fashion,

with L2/3 PYR error neurons counterposing L5/6 PYR repre-

sentation neurons (Fig. 4). Information transmitted between

the two streams provides these neurons with all the necessary

local information to carry out GLE dynamics. In particular,

error neurons can elicit the representation of corresponding

errors in dendritic compartments of representation neurons,

allowing forward synapses to access and correct these errors

through local plasticity. Recent evidence for error representa-

tion in apical dendrites provides experimental support for this

component of the model [44].

The correct propagation of errors requires two elements that

can be implemented by static lateral synapses. First, error neu-

ron input needs to be multiplicatively gated by the derivative

of the corresponding representation neuron’s activation func-

tion φ. This can either happen through direct lateral inter-

action, or through divisive (dis)inhibition, potentially carried

out by somatostatin (SST) and parvalbumin (PV) interneu-

ron populations [45–48], via synapses that are appropriately

Figure 4: Microcircuit implementation of GLE: key compo-
nents. Representation neurons form the forward pathway (red), error
neurons form the backward pathway (blue). Both classes of neurons are
PYR, likely located in different layers of cortex. Lateral connections
enable information exchange and gating between the two streams. The
combination of retrospective membrane and prospective output dynam-
ics allow these neurons to tune the temporal shift of the transmitted
information. Errors are also represented in dendrites, likely located in
the apical tuft of signal neurons, enabling local three-factor plasticity to
correct the backpropagated errors.

positioned at the junction between dendrites and soma. The

required signal φ′ can be generated and transported in dif-

ferent ways depending on the specific form of the activation

function. For example, if φ = ReLu, lateral weights can sim-

ply be set to Lb = 1. For sigmoidal activation functions, φ′ can

be very well approximated by synapses with short-term plas-

ticity (e.g., [49], Eqn. 2.80). The second requirement regards

the communication of the error back to the error dendrites of

the representation neurons; this is easily achieved by setting

Lf = 1.

Ideally, synapses responsible for error transport in the feed-

back pathway need to mirror forward synapses: B = WT

(cf. Eqn. 7). While this can, to some extent, be mitigated

by feedback alignment [50], improved solutions to the weight

transport problem that are both online and local have also

been recently proposed [51, 52].

3 Applications

In this section, we demonstrate several applications of the GLE

framework. We first illustrate its operation in small-scale ex-

amples, to provide an intuition of how GLE networks can learn

to solve non-trivial temporal tasks. Later on, we discuss more

difficult problems that usually require the use of sophisticated

deep learning methods and compare the performance of GLE

with the most common approaches used for these problems in

machine learning.
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3.1 GLE in a chain of neurons

As a first application, we study learning in a forward chain

of two neurons provided with a periodic step function input

(Fig. 5). To make the target learnable, we use a network

with the same architecture but different (fixed) parameters as

a teacher. To better illustrate the difficulty of temporal credit

assignment, we choose relatively long time constants for the

teacher network in comparison with the oscillations in the net-

work input. The task of the student network is to mimic the

output of the teacher by adapting its own forward weights and

membrane time constants. We compare three different solu-

tions to this problem: (1) a GLE network with time-continuous

dynamics, including synaptic and neuronal plasticity; (2) stan-

dard error backpropagation using instantaneous error signals

ei = φ′
iwiei+1; (3) truncated BPTT through the discretized

neuron dynamics using PyTorch’s autograd functionality for

different truncation windows.

We first note that the GLE network learns the task successfully

and quickly, in contrast to instantaneous backpropagation. To

understand why, it is particularly instructive to compare its

errors to the instantaneous ones in a scenario where the time

constants of the signal neurons are correct, but their input

weights are not (Fig. 5b, left). The instantaneous errors are al-

ways in sync with the output error, but their shape and timing

become increasingly desynchronized from the neuronal inputs

as they propagate toward the beginning of the chain, because

they do not take into account the lag induced by the represen-

tation neurons. Thus, the correct temporal coupling between

errors and presynaptic rates required by plasticity (cf. Eqn. 8,

see also Eqns. 12 to 15 in the Methods) is corrupted and learn-

ing is impaired. Note that instantaneous errors are already a

strong assumption and themselves require a form of prospectiv-

ity [17]; without any prospectivity, learning performance would

be even more drastically compromised. In contrast, the GLE

errors gradually shift forward in time, matching the phase and

shape of the respective neuronal inputs, and thus allowing the

stable learning of all network parameters, weights and time

constants alike.

Here, we can also see an advantage of GLE over the classical

BPTT solution (Fig. 5c). Despite only offering an approxima-

tion of the exact gradient calculated by BPTT, it allows learn-

ing to operate continuously, fully online. As discussed above,

BPTT needs to record a certain period of activity before being

able to calculate parameter updates. If this truncation window

is too short, it fails to capture longer transients in the input

and learning stalls or diverges (brown and pink, respectively).

Only with a sufficiently long truncation window does BPTT

converge to the correct solution (orange), but at the cost of po-

tentially exploding gradients and/or slower convergence due to

the resulting requirement of reduced learning rates.

3.2 Credit assignment in small GLE networks

To better visualize how errors are computed and transmitted

in more complex GLE networks, we now consider a teacher/s-

tudent setup with two hidden layers, each with one instanta-

neous and one retrospective neuron (Fig. 6a). Through this

combination of fast and slow pathways between network in-
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Figure 5: Learning with GLE in a simple chain. (a) Network
setup. A chain of two retrospective representation neurons (red) learns
to mimic the output of a teacher network (identical architecture, differ-
ent parameters). In GLE, this chain is mirrored by a chain of cor-
responding error neurons (blue), following the microcircuit template
in Fig. 4. We compare the effects of three learning algorithms: GLE
(green), backpropagation with instantaneous errors (purple) and BPTT
(point markers denote the discrete nature of the algorithm; pink, brown
and orange denote different truncation windows (TW)). (b) Output of
representation neurons (ri, red) and error neurons (ei, blue) for GLE
and instantaneous backpropagation. Left: correct membrane time con-
stants but wrong weights. Middle: before learning (i.e., both weights
and membrane time constants are wrong). Right: after learning. (c)
Evolution of weights, time constants and overall loss. Fluctuations at
the scale of 10−10 are due to limits in the numerical precision of the
simulation.

put and output, such a small setup can already perform quite

complex transformations on the input signal (Fig. 6b). From

the perspective of learning an input-output mapping, this can

be stated as the output neuron having access to multiple time

scales of the input signal, despite the input being provided to

the network as a constant stream in real time. This is es-

sential for solving the complex classification problems that we

describe later.

To isolate the effect of error backpropagation into deeper lay-

ers, we keep all but the bottom weights fixed and identical be-

tween teacher and student. We then compare error dynamics

and learning in the GLE network with exact gradient descent

on the cost as computed by AM/BPTT.

While both methods converge to the correct target (Fig. 6b

and e), they don’t necessarily do so at the same pace, since

AM/BPTT cannot perform online updates, as also discussed

above. Also, GLE error propagation is only identical to the

coupling of adjoint variables (AM/BPTT) for instantaneous

neurons with τm = τ r (ei1 = λi
1). In general, this is not the

case (er1 ̸= λr
1), as GLE errors tend to overemphasize higher
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Figure 6: Error propagation and learning with GLE in a small
hierarchical network. (a) Network setup. A network with one out-
put neuron and two hidden layers (red) learns to mimic the output
of a teacher network (identical architecture, different input weights to
the first hidden layer). Each hidden layer contains one instantaneous
(τ = τr = 1) and one retrospective (τm = 1, τr = 0.1) neuron. In
GLE, the corresponding error pathway (blue) follows the microcircuit
template in Fig. 4. The input is defined by a superposition of three
angular frequency components ω ∈ {0.49, 1.07, 1.98}. Here, we compare
error propagation, synaptic plasticity and ultimately the convergence of
learning under GLE and AM. (b) Input and output rates (r, red), along
with bottom layer errors (e, light blue) and adjoints (λ, dark blue) be-
fore and during the late stages of learning. A running average over e is
shown in orange. (c) Phase shifts (compared to the output error e3) and
(d) amplitudes of bottom layer errors and adjoints across a wide range

of their angular frequency spectrum. Top: ei1 and λi
1 for the instanta-

neous neuron. Bottom: er1 and λr
1 for the retrospective neuron. Note

that due to the nonlinearity of neuronal outputs, the network output
has a much broader distribution of frequency components compared to
the input (with its three components highlighted by the red crosses).
Error amplitudes are shown at two different moments during learning.
(e) Evolution of the bottom weights (wi

0, w
r
0) and (f) of the loss during

learning. The vertical dashed lines mark the snapshots at which adjoint
and error spectra are plotted above.

frequency components in the signal (cf. also Section 2.3 and

Fig. 6d). However, this only occurs for slow, retrospective

neurons, which only need to learn the slow components of the

output signal. For sufficiently small learning rates, plasticity

in their afferent synapses effectively integrates over these os-

cillations and lets them adapt to the relevant low-frequency

components. Indeed, the close correspondence to AM/BPTT

is reflected in the average GLE errors, which closely track the

corresponding adjoints. While it was not necessary to make

use of such additional components in our simulations, high-

amplitude high-frequency oscillations in the error signals could

be mitigated by several simple mechanisms, including saturat-

ing activation functions for the error neurons, input averaging

in the error dendrites or synaptic filtering of the plasticity sig-

nal.

slowest neurons
(longest lag/memory)

instantaneous neurons
(no lag / memory)

TRF

TRF

ST
RF

lag

TRF

Figure 7: Neuronal diversity fosters complex temporal attention
windows in GLE networks. In the simplest case, a single input signal
I(t) is fed into a GLE network and all neurons in the bottom layer have
access to the same information stream. However, the output of each
neuron generates a temporal shift, depending on its time constants τm

and τr (as highlighted by the neuron colors). Different chains of such
neurons thus provide neurons in higher levels of the hierarchy with a
set of attention windows across the past input activity. Synaptic and
neuronal adaptation shape the nature of these temporal receptive fields
(TRFs). For multidimensional input, neuron populations (gray) encode
the additional spatial dimension and neuronal receptive fields become
spatiotemporal (STRFs).

Following the analysis in Section 2.3, our simulations now

demonstrate how GLE errors encode the necessary informa-

tion for effective learning. Most importantly, GLE errors and

adjoint variables (AM/BPTT) have near-identical timing, as

shown by the alignment of their phase shifts across the signal

frequency spectrum (Fig. 6c). Moreover, for the errors of the

retrospective neurons, these phase shifts are positive with re-

spect to the output error, thus demonstrating the prospectivity

required for the correct temporal alignment of inputs and er-

rors. The amplitudes of e and λ also show distinct peaks at the

same angular frequencies, corresponding to the three compo-

nents of the input signal that need to be mapped to the output

(Fig. 6d). These signals can thus guide plasticity in the correct

direction, gradually learning first the slow and then the fast

components of the input-output mapping. This is also evinced

by Fig. 6e, where the input weights of the retrospective neu-

rons wr
1 are the first to converge. The ensuing reduction of

the slow error components provides the input weights of the

instantaneous neurons wi
1 with cleaner access to the fast er-

ror components – the only ones that they can actually learn –

which allows them to converge as well.

3.3 GLE for challenging spatio-temporal classifi-

cation problems

We now demonstrate the performance of GLE in larger hier-

archical networks, applied to difficult spatio-temporal learn-

ing tasks, and compare it to other solutions from contempo-

rary machine learning. An essential ingredient for enabling

complex temporal processing capabilities in GLE networks

is the presence of neurons with diverse time constants τm

and τ r (Fig. 7). Each of these neurons can be intuitively

viewed as implementing a specific temporal attention win-

dow, usually lying in the past, proportionally to τm − τ r.

More specifically, for a given angular frequency component of

the input ω, this window is centered around a phase shift of
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arctan(ωτ r)−arctan(ωτm) ≈ ω(τ r−τm) for ωτ ≲ 1 (cf. Meth-

ods Section 6.2). By connecting to multiple presynaptic part-

ners in the previous layer, a neuron thus carries out a form of

temporal convolution, similarly to temporal convolutional net-

works (TCNs) [53]. Deeper networks also allow longer chains

of such neurons to be formed, thus providing the output with

a diverse set of complex transforms on different time intervals

distributed across the past values of the input signal. GLE

effectively enables deep networks to learn a useful set of such

transforms.

3.3.1 MNIST1-D

We first consider the MNIST-1D [54] benchmark (Fig. 8d)

for temporal sequence classification. Other than the name

itself and the number of classes, MNIST-1D bears little re-

semblance to its classical namesake. Here, each sample is a

one-dimensional array of points, which can be streamed as a

temporal sequence into the network. This deceptively simple

setup entails two difficult challenges. First, only 1/4 of each

sample contains meaningful information; this chunk is posi-

tioned randomly within the sample, every time at a different

position. Second, independent noise is added on top of ev-

ery sample at multiple frequencies, which makes it difficult to

remove by simple filtering. To allow a direct comparison be-

tween the different algorithms, we use no preprocessing in our

simulations.

We first note that a multi-layered perceptron fails to appro-

priately learn to classify this dataset, reaching a validation

accuracy of only around 60%. This is despite the perceptron

having access to the entire sequence from the sample at the

same time, unrolled from time into space. This highlights the

difficulty of the MNIST-1D task. More sophisticated machine

learning methods yield much better results, with TCNs [53]

and gated recurrent units (GRUs) [55] achieving averages of

over 90%. Notably, both of these methods work offline, with

TCNs in particular requiring a mapping of temporal signals

to spatial representations beforehand, and GRUs requiring of-

fline BPTT training with direct access to the full history of

the network.

While offline methods can only update their parameters after

the entire sequence has been processed, GLE networks update

their parameters in real time. This advantage also presents

them with a greater challenge when faced with short infor-

mative signals embedded in a sea of noise, for which the tar-

get is always on, even in the absence of meaningful informa-

tion. Since only a fraction of each input actually contains a

meaningful signal, GLE networks must be capable of remem-

bering these informative combinations of inputs and targets

throughout the uninformative portions of their training. This

manifests as an increase in convergence time, but not in ulti-

mate performance, as GLE maintains an overall good online

approximation of the true gradients for updating the network

parameters. Thus, despite facing a significantly more difficult

task compared to the methods that have access to the full

network activity unrolled in time, GLE achieves highly com-

petitive classification results.
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Figure 8: GLE for challenging spatio-temporal classification
problems. Averages and standard deviations measured over 5 seeds.
Top row: samples from the (a) MNIST-1D, (b) Google Speech Com-
mands (GSC) – including raw and preprocessed input – and (c) CIFAR-
10 datasets. (d) Performance of various algorithms on MNIST-1D. Here,
we used a higher temporal resolution for the input than in the original
reference [54]. (e) Performance of various algorithms on GSC. (f) Per-
formance of a (G)LE LagNet architecture on MNIST-1D. For reference,
we also show the original results from [54] denoted with the index 0.
(g) Performance of a (G)LE convolutional network on CIFAR-10 (taken
from [17]) and comparison with backpropagation.

3.3.2 Google Speech Commands

To simultaneously validate the spatial and temporal learning

capabilities of GLE, we now apply it to the GSC dataset [56].

This dataset consists of 105’829 one-second long audio record-

ings of 35 different speech commands, each spoken by thou-

sands of people. In the v2.12 version of this dataset, the usual

task is to classify 10 different speech commands in addition to

a silence and an unknown class, which comprises all remain-

ing commands. The raw audio signal is transformed into a

sequence of 41 Mel-frequency spectrogramss (MFSs); this se-

quence constitutes the temporal dimension of the dataset and

is streamed to the network in real-time. Each of these spec-

trograms has 32 frequency bins, which are presented as 32

separate inputs to the network, thus constituting the spatial

dimension of the dataset.

Fig. 8c compares the performance of GLE to several widely

used references: multi-layer perceptron (MLP), TCN, GRU

(as used for MNIST-1D) and, additionally, long short-term

memory (LSTM) networks [57] – all trained with a variant

of backpropagation. Similarly to the MNIST-1D dataset, the
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GLE network is trained online, while the reference networks

can only be trained offline; furthermore, the MLP and TCN

networks do not receive the input as a real-time stream, but

rather as a full image, by mapping the temporal dimension

onto an additional spatial one. As with MNIST-1D, we see

how our GLE networks surpass the MLP baseline and achieve

a performance that comes very close to the other references.

We thus conclude that, while offering clear advantages in terms

of biological plausibility and online learning capability, GLE

remains competitive in terms of raw task performance. We also

note that, in contrast to the reference baselines, GLE achieves

these results without additional tricks such as batch or layer

normalization, or the inclusion of dropout layers.

3.3.3 From time to space

The above results explicitly exploit the temporal aspects

of GLE and its capabilities as an online approximation of

AM/BPTT. However, GLE also contains purely spatial back-

propagation as a subcase, and the presented network architec-

ture can lend itself seamlessly to spatial tasks such as image

classification. In cases like this, where temporal information is

irrelevant, one can simply take the LE limit of GLE by setting

τm = τ r for all neurons in the network [17]. In the following,

we demonstrate these capabilities in two different scenarios.

Note that GLE learns in a time-continuous manner in all of

these cases as well, with the input being presented in real-time.

First, we return to the MNIST-1D dataset, but adapt the net-

work architecture as follows. The 1D input first enters a non-

plastic preprocessing network module consisting of several par-

allel chains of retrospective neurons. The neurons in each chain

are identical, but different across chains: the fastest chain is

near-instantaneous with τm → 0, while the slowest chain in-

duces a lag of about 1/4 of the total sample length. The end-

points of these chains constitute the input for a hierarchical

network of instantaneous neurons (τm = τ r). By differentially

lagging the input stream along the input chains, this configu-

ration approximately maps time to space (the output neurons

of the chains). This offers the hierarchical network access to a

sliding window across the input – hence the acronym “LagNet”

for this architecture – and changes the nature of the credit as-

signment problem from temporal to spatial. While the synap-

tic weights in the chains are fixed, those in the hierarchical

network are trained with GLE, which in this scenario effec-

tively reduces to LE. As shown in Fig. 8f, GLE is capable of

training this network to achieve competitive performance with

the reference methods discussed above.

As a second application to purely spatial problems, we focus

on image classification. Since GLE does not assume any spe-

cific connectivity pattern, we can adapt the network topology

to specific use cases. In Fig. 8g we demonstrate this by in-

troducing convolutional architectures (LeNet-5 [58]) and ap-

plying them to the CIFAR10 [59] dataset. With test errors of

(38.0 ± 1.3)%, GLE is again on par with ANNs with identi-

cal structure at (39.4± 5.6)%. We therefore conclude that, as

an extension of LE, GLE naturally maintains its predecessor’s

competitive capabilities for online learning of spatial tasks.

4 Discussion

We have presented GLE, a novel framework for spatio-

temporal computation and learning in physical neuronal net-

works. Inspired by well-established approaches in theoretical

physics, GLE derives all laws of motion from first principles:

a global network energy, a conservation law and a dissipation

law. Unlike more traditional approaches, which aim to min-

imize a cost defined only on a subset of output neurons, our

approach is built around an energy function which connects

all relevant variables and parameters of all neurons in the net-

work. This permits a unified view on the studied problem and

creates a tight link between the dynamics of computation and

learning in the neuronal system. The extensive nature of the

energy function (i.e., its additivity over subsystems) also pro-

vides an important underpinning for the locality of the derived

dynamics.

In combination, these dynamics ultimately yield a local, online,

real-time approximation of AM/BPTT– to our knowledge, the

first of its kind. Moreover, they suggest a specific implemen-

tation in physical neuronal circuits, thus providing a possible

template for spatio-temporal credit assignment in the brain,

as well as blueprints for dedicated hardware implementations.

This shows that, in contrast to conventional wisdom, physical

neuronal networks can implement future-facing algorithms for

temporal credit assignment. More recently, tentative calls in

this direction have indeed been formulated [12], to which GLE

provides an answer.

In the following, we highlight some interesting links to other

models in machine learning, discuss several biological implica-

tions of our model, and suggest avenues for improvement and

extension of our framework.

4.1 Connection to related approaches

Latent Equilibrium (LE) As the spiritual successor of LE

[17], GLE inherits its energy-based approach, as well as the

derivation of dynamics from energy conservation and min-

imization. GLE also builds on the insight from LE that

prospective coding can undo the low-pass filtering of neuronal

membranes. The core addition of GLE lies in the separation

of prospective and retrospective coding, leading to an energy

function that depends on two types of canonical variables in-

stead of just one, and to a conservation law that accounts for

their respective time scales. The resulting neuron dynamics

can thus have complex dependencies on past and (estimated)

future states, whereas information processing in LE is always

instantaneous. Functionally, this allows neurons to access their

own past and future states (through appropriate prospective

and retrospective operators), thereby allowing the network to

minimize an integrated cost over time, whereas LE only mini-

mizes an instantaneous cost.

Because LE can be seen as a limit case of GLE, the new frame-

work offers a more comprehensive insight into the effective-

ness of its predecessor, and also answers some of the questions

left open by the older formalism. Indeed, the GLE analysis

demonstrates that LE errors are an exact implementation of

the adjoint dynamics of the forward system for equal time con-
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stants, further confirming the solid grounding of the method,

and helping explain its proven effectiveness. Conversely, GLE

networks can learn to evolve towards LE via the adaptation of

time constants if required by the task to which the framework

is applied. While LE also suggests a possible mechanism for

learning the coincidence of time scales, GLE provides a more

versatile and rigorous learning rule that follows directly from

the first principles on which the framework is based. More

generally speaking, by having access to local plasticity for all

parameters in the network, GLE networks can either select

(through synaptic plasticity) or adapt (through neuronal plas-

ticity) neurons and their time constants in order to achieve

their target objective.

Thus, GLE not only extends LE to a much more comprehensive

class of problems (spatio-temporal instead of purely spatial),

but also provides it with a better theoretical grounding, and

with increased biological plausibility.

Neuronal least-action (NLA) Similarly inspired by

physics, but following a different line of thought, the NLA prin-

ciple [60] also uses prospective dynamics as a core component.

It uses future discounted membrane potentials ũ = I+
τm {u} as

canonical variables for a Lagrangian L and derives neuronal

dynamics as associated Euler-Lagrange equations. A simpler

but equivalent formulation places NLA firmly within the fam-

ily of energy-based models such as LE and GLE, where L is

replaced by an equivalent energy function E that sums over

neuron-local errors and from which neuronal dynamics can be

derived by applying the conservation law D+
τm {∂E/∂u} = 0.

The most important difference to GLE is that NLA cannot per-

form temporal credit assignment. Indeed, other than imposing

a low-pass filter on its inputs, an NLA network effectively re-

acts instantaneously to external stimuli and can neither carry

out nor learn temporal sequence processing. This is an inher-

ent feature of the NLA framework, as the retrospective low-

pass filter induced by each neuronal membrane exactly undoes

the prospective firing of its afferents.

This property also directly implies that, except for the initial

low-pass filter on the input, all neurons in the network need to

share a single time constant for both prospective and retrospec-

tive dynamics. In contrast, both LE and GLE successively lift

this strong entanglement by modifying the energy function and

conservation law. LE correlates retro- and prospectivity within

single neurons and allows their matching to be learned, thus

obviating the need for globally shared time constants, while

GLE decouples these two mechanisms, thus enabling temporal

processing and learning, as discussed above.

RTRL and its approximations RTRL [61] is a past-facing

algorithm that implements online learning by recursively up-

dating a tensor Mijk that takes into account the influence of

every synapse wjk on every neuronal output ri in the network.

As evident from the dimensionality of this object, this requires

storing O(N3) floating-point numbers in memory (where N is

the number of neurons in the network). Because this is much

less efficient than future-facing algorithms, RTRL is rarely

used in practice, and the manifest non-locality of the influ-

ence tensor also calls into question its biological plausibility.

Nonetheless, several approximations of RTRL have been re-

cently proposed, with the aim of addressing these issues [16].

A particularly relevant algorithm of this kind is random feed-

back online learning (RFLO) [62], in which a synaptic eligi-

bility trace is used as a local approximation of the influence

tensor, at the cost of ignoring dependencies between distant

neurons and synapses. With a reduced memory scaling of

O(N2), this puts RFLO at significant advantage over RTRL,

while closing the distance to BPTT (with O(NT ), where T

is the length of the learning window). In its goal of reducing

the exact, but nonlocal computation of gradients to an ap-

proximate, but local solution, RFLO shares the same spirit as

GLE. In the following, we highlight several important differ-

ences which we consider to give GLE both a conceptual and a

practical advantage.

First, the neuron membranes and synaptic eligibilities in

RFLO are required to share time constants, in order for the

filtering of the past activity to be consistent between the two.

In cortex, this would imply the very particular neurophysi-

ological coincidence of synaptic eligibility trace biochemistry

closely matching the leak dynamics of efferent neuronal mem-

branes. In contrast, the symmetry requirements of GLE are

between neurons of the same kind (PYR cells), which share

their fundamental physiology, and whose time constants can

be learned locally within the framework of GLE.

Second, the dimensionality reduction of the influence tensor

proposed by RFLO also puts it at a functional disadvantage,

because the remaining eligibility matrix only takes into ac-

count first-order synaptic interactions between directly con-

nected neurons. This is in contrast to GLE, which can propa-

gate approximate errors throughout the entire network. This

flexibility also allows GLE to cover applications over multiple

time scales, from purely spatial classification to slow tempo-

ral signal processing. Moreover, GLE accomplishes this within

a biologically plausible, mechanistic model of error transmis-

sion, while admitting a clear interpretation in terms of cortical

microcircuits. Finally, GLE’s additional storage requirements

only scale linearly with N (one error per neuron at any point

in time), which is even more efficient than BPTT.

While both RFLO and GLE are inspired by and dedicated

to physical neuronal systems, both biological and artificial, it

might still be interesting to also consider their computational

complexity for digital simulation, especially given the multi-

tude of digital neuromorphic systems [63] and ANN accelera-

tors [64] capable of harnessing their algorithmic capabilities.

For a single update of their auxiliary learning variables (eli-

gibility traces / errors), both RFLO and GLE incur a com-

putational cost of O(N2). Thus, for an input of duration T ,

all three algorithms – RFLO, GLE and BPTT (without trun-

cation) – are on par, with a full run having a computational

complexity of O(N2T ).

State space models (SSMs) GLE networks are linked to

locally recurrent neural networks (LRNNs) (see, e.g., [65]). In

recent years there has been renewed interest in similar models

in the form of linear recurrent units (LRUs) [66, 67], which
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combine the fast inference characteristics of LRNNs with the

ease of training and stability stemming from the linearity of

their recurrence. These architectures are capable of surpassing

the performance of transformers in language tasks involving

long sequences of tokens [68, 69].

More specifically, GLE networks are closely linked to LRUs

with diagonal linear layers [70] and SSMs [71, 72], where a lin-

ear recurrence only acts locally at the level of each neuron, as

realized by the leaky integration underlying the retrospective

mechanism. Additionally, the inclusion of prospectivity en-

ables the direct passthrough of input information across layers

as in SSMs (see Methods Section 6.4). GLE could thus enable

online training of these models, similarly to how [73] demon-

strate local learning with RTRL, but with the added benefits

discussed above. Since such neuron dynamics are a de-facto

standard for neuromorphic architectures [63], GLE could thus

open an interesting new application area for these systems, es-

pecially in light of their competitive energy footprint [74, 75].

As GLE is strongly motivated by biology, it currently only

considers real-valued parameters for all connections, includ-

ing the self-recurrent ones, in contrast to the complex-valued

parameters in LRUs. However, an extension of GLE to com-

plex activities appears straightforward, by directly incorporat-

ing complex time constants into prospective and retrospective

operators, or, equivalently, by extending them to second or-

der in time. With this modification, GLE would also natu-

rally extend to the domain of complex-valued neural networks

(CVNNs) [76].

4.2 Neurophysiology

Neuronal prospectivity is a core component of the GLE frame-

work. Prospective coding in biological neurons is supported by

considerable experimental and theoretical evidence [20–22, 30–

32, 77] on both short and long time scales. We note that our

Fourier analysis (Section 2.3 above and Methods Section 6.3)

also offers a rigorous account of prospectivity in neuron mod-

els with multiple, negatively coupled variables such as the

Hodgkin-Huxley mechanism or adaptation currents.

GLE further predicts functional aspects of PYR neuron mor-

phology, as well as cortical microcircuits (CMCs) for signal and

error propagation. In these CMCs, PYR cells are responsible

for the transmission of both representation and error signals,

as supported by ample experimental data [38–43]. Moreover,

the morphological separation of the cell body into multiple

distinct units, including soma, basal and apical trees, corre-

sponds to a functional separation that allows the simultaneous

representation of different pieces of information – bottom-up

input, top-down errors and the resulting integrated signal –

within the same cell [44]. This is also what gives synapses lo-

cal access to this information, allowing the implementation of

the proposed three-factor, error-correcting plasticity rule [35].

Furthermore, by representing forward activites and backward

errors in separate pathways, these CMCs are capable of robust

learning.

While building on many insights from previous proposals

for CMCs, most notably [17, 78], we argue that our pro-

posed model features significant improvements. Our model

does not require nerve cells belonging to two different classes

(somatostatin-expressing (SST) interneurons and PYR cells)

to closely track each others’ activity, which is more easy to

reconcile with the known electrophysiology of cortical neurons.

This also makes training more robust and obviates the need to

copy neuronal activities when training the network for more

complex tasks. Additionally, the original CMC model for er-

ror backpropagation [78] suffers from a relaxation problem, as

already addressed in [17]. As it subsumes the capabilities of

LE, GLE is inherently able to alleviate this problem.

Most importantly, these other CMC models are, by construc-

tion, only capable of solving purely spatial classification prob-

lems. We have shown that GLE CMCs can perform spatial

and temporal tasks across a range of scales, by adapting the

network parameters to the characteristic temporal and spa-

tial timescales of the problem at hand. All of the above ob-

servations notwithstanding, it is worth noting that GLE can

also apply to these alternative CMC models by implementing

prospective coding in the apical dendrites of the PYR repre-

sentation neurons rather than in PYR error neurons.

4.3 Open questions and future work

While the efficacy of GLE relies on correctly phase-shifting

the backpropagated errors for all frequency components of the

signal, their frequency-dependent gain diverges from the one

required for exact gradient descent. This is not surprising, as a

perfect match of gains would require the kind of perfect knowl-

edge of the future that is available to AM/BPTT. A reasonable

approximation of AM can be said to hold for ωτ ≲ 1, but out-

side of this regime there is no guarantee for convergence to a

good solution. Our simulations clearly demonstrate that such

solutions exist and can be achieved, but it would be preferable

to have a more robust mechanism for controlling gain discrep-

ancies at high frequencies. Some straightforward and sufficient

mitigation strategies might include a simple saturation of er-

ror neuron activations or the inclusion of a small synaptic time

constants as proposed in [17]. However, primarily for neuro-

morphic realizations of GLE, we expect linear time-invariant

(LTI) system theory to provide more elegant solutions, such as

Bessel or all-pass (active) filters, with favorable phase-response

properties and circuit-level implementations.

On a more technical note, gain amplification in prospective

neurons requires particular attention in discrete-time forward-

Euler simulations, where fast transients can cause a break-

down of the stability assumption for finite, fixed-size time steps

on which this integration method relies. In physical, time-

continuous neuronal systems, this effect is naturally mitigated

by the finite time constants of all physical components, in-

cluding, for example, the synapses themselves, as mentioned

above.

Ideally, to ensure a close correspondence of synaptic updates

between GLE and AM, errors should not disrupt representa-

tions. This can be easily achieved in the limit of weak teacher

coupling β ≪ 1 and/or weak somato-dendritic coupling γ. In-

deed, for larger networks and more complex tasks requiring

fine tuning of neuronal activities and weights, we observed an
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increasing sensitivity of our networks to these parameters. To

avoid these effects, we simply operated our large-scale simu-

lations in the β → 1, γ → 0 regime. As this sensitivity also

manifests as a consequence of the high-frequency gain ampli-

fication, we expect it to be correspondingly mitigated by the

above-mentioned solutions.

To guarantee a perfect match between error and representa-

tion signals, pairs of PYR neurons in the two pathways ideally

require an exact inversion of time constants τm ↔ τ r. This re-

lationship also needs to be maintained when time constants are

learned. Similarly to the weight transport problem, we expect

a certain degree of robustness to some amount of symmetry

breaking [50]. However, it would be preferable to have an addi-

tional local adaptation mechanism to ensure scalability, while

maintaining full compatibility with the locality constraints of

physical neuronal systems. To this end, we expect that lo-

cal solutions based on decay during adaptation [79], mirroring

[80], and especially correlations [52] are likely to apply here as

well, even more so as the matching needs to develop between

active, reciprocally connected and physically proximal neurons

as opposed to passive, uncoupled synapses.

GLE can be naturally extended to (more) complex neuron

dynamics, as already discussed in the context of LRUs and

CVNNs. Even more importantly, a GLE mechanism for

(sparse) spiking dynamics as opposed to (population) rates

is of eminent interest. The recently described family of solu-

tions for backpropagation through spike times, including sur-

rogate methods [81], exact solutions [75] and, notably, adjoint

dynamics [82] suggest several starting points for deriving cor-

responding GLE operators.

In the presented simulations, we only applied GLE to hierar-

chical networks, in order to highlight its versatility in switch-

ing between spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal classifica-

tion tasks without changing the underlying architecture. We

expect these capabilities to extend naturally to problems of

sequence generation and motor control. Moreover, the the-

oretical framework of GLE is architecture-agnostic, and the

inclusion of lateral recurrence represents an obvious next step.

We expect the approximation of AM/BPTT to be adaptable to

this scenario as well, but a dedicated proof and demonstration

is left for future work.

5 Conclusion

With Generalized Latent Equilibrium, we have proposed a new

and flexible framework for inference and learning of complex

spatio-temporal tasks in physical neuronal systems. In con-

trast to classical AM/BPTT, but still rivaling its performance,

GLE enables efficient learning through fully local, phase-free,

on-line learning in real time. Thus, GLE networks can achieve

results competitive with well-known, powerful machine learn-

ing architectures such as GRUs, TCNs and convolutional neu-

ral networks (CNNs).

Our framework carries implications both for neuroscience and

for the design of neuromorphic hardware. For the brain, GLE

provides a rigorous theory and experimental correlates for

spatio-temporal inference and learning, by leveraging an in-

terplay between retrospective and prospective coding at the

neuronal level. For artificial implementations, its underlying

mechanics and demonstrated capabilities may constitute pow-

erful assets in the context of autonomous learning on low-power

neuromorphic devices.

6 Methods

6.1 Detailed parameter dynamics

Error dynamics in GLE can be expressed in vector form as

eℓ = D+
τm
ℓ

{
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
einst
ℓ

}}
(11)

=

D+
τm
ℓ

{
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1

}}
for ℓ < L

D+
τm
ℓ

{
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
L ◦ β(rtrg − rL)

}}
for ℓ = L

With these, the parameter dynamics become

Ẇℓ ∝ −∇WℓE = −eℓ

(
∂eℓ
∂Wℓ

)T

= eℓr
T
ℓ−1 , (12)

ḃℓ ∝ −∇bℓE = −eℓ

(
∂eℓ
∂bℓ

)T

= eℓ , (13)

τ̇m
ℓ ∝ −∇τm

ℓ
E = −eℓ

(
∂eℓ
∂τm

ℓ

)T

= −eℓ ◦ u̇ℓ , (14)

τ̇ r
ℓ ∝ −∇τ r

ℓ
E = −eℓ+1

(
∂eℓ+1

∂τ r
ℓ

)T

= einst
ℓ ◦ u̇ℓ . (15)

6.2 GLE approximates AM/BPTT in real time

In Section 2.3, we discuss how adjoint variables λℓ(t) (Eqn. 10)

are approximated as GLE errors eℓ(t) (Eqn. 7):

λℓ(t) = I+
τm
ℓ
D−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1λℓ+1

}
≈ D+

τm
ℓ
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1

}
= eℓ(t) .

(16)

For a detailed derivation of the adjoint equations, we refer to

Section 9 in the Supplement. In the following, we provide a

detailed analysis of this relationship in Fourier (angular fre-

quency) space.

For a linear system with input x and output y, their rela-

tionship in Fourier space is defined by the transfer function

H(ω) = y(ω)/x(ω). In our case, these transfer functions cor-

respond to the Fourier transforms of the prospective and ret-

rospective operators, which we denote as Î and D̂. We first

note the following identities:(
1 + τ

d

dt

)
eiωt+ψ = (1 + iωτ)eiωt+ψ , (17)

1

τ

∫ t

−∞
e−

t−t′
τ eiωt

′+ψdt′ =
1

1− iωτ
eiωt+ψ . (18)

Since any signal can be written as a linear composition of such

frequency components eiωt+ψ, the above relationships directly

translate to the Fourier transforms our operators. For a single

error neuron with prospective and retrospective time constants
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Figure 9: Total gain and phase shift of the respective compo-
sitions of operators in GLE and AM. Expressed as a function of
τr/τm and calculated for ωτm = 1. Colored regions indicate differ-
ent regimes of interest: negative τr (orange), effectively retrospective
(τr < τm, blue), effectively prospective (τr > τm, red).

τm and τ r, we can thus calculate

Î−
τr(ω) =

1

1 + iωτ r
, D̂+

τm(ω) = 1 + iωτm ,

D̂−
τr(ω) = 1− iωτ r , Î+

τm(ω) =
1

1− iωτm
.

(19)

From here, the phase shifts ∆ψ and gains G of our operators

become apparent.

The phase shifts of Î−
τr and D̂−

τr are exactly equal; the same is

true for the pair D̂+
τm and Î+

τm (see also Figs. 3 and 9):

∆ψ(Î−
τr) = ∆ψ(D̂−

τr) = − arctan(ωτ r) ,

∆ψ(D̂+
τm) = ∆ψ(Î+

τm) = arctan(ωτm) .
(20)

Thus, in the combinations in which they appear in the GLE

errors and adjoint equations, they induce identical phase shifts:

∆ψ{D̂+
τm Î−

τr} = arctan(ωτm)− arctan(ωτ r)

= ∆ψ{Î+
τmD̂−

τr} .
(21)

The gains of the operators are given by

G(D̂+
τ ) = G(D̂−

τ ) =
√

1 + ω2(τ)2 ,

G(Î+
τ ) = G(Î−

τ ) =
1√

1 + ω2(τ)2
.

(22)

This means that the GLE errors have an inverse frequency-

dependent gain compared to the adjoint variables:

G(D̂+
τm Î−

τr) =
1

G(Î+
τmD̂−

τr)
=

√
1 + (ωτm)2√
1 + (ωτ r)2

. (23)

However, the ratio of GLE and AM gains is bounded by the

ratio of prospective and retrospective time constants, so that

the discrepancy induced by a GLE error neuron can never ex-

ceed (τm/τ r)2.

These results extend to vectors λℓ and eℓ, where neuronal time

constants {τm, τ r} are replaced by the corresponding entries

in {τm
ℓ , τ

r
ℓ }. As the operators are linear, the above consid-

erations apply straightforwardly to inputs with arbitrary fre-

quency spectra, for which the operators can simply be written

as convolutions over frequency space with the expressions in

Eqn. 19.

Overall this shows how, by inducing phase shifts that are iden-

tical to AM for every individual frequency component of the

signal, GLE errors produce parameter updates that are always

in phase with the correct gradients. Even though their respec-

tive frequency-specific gains are inverted with respect to AM,

their mismatch is bounded and their sign is conserved. There-

fore, despite distortions at higher frequencies, GLE parameter

updates remain well-aligned with their true gradients. As in

GLE the propagation of (feedback) errors and (feedforward)

signals is governed by the same operators, both can be eas-

ily implemented by leaky integrator neurons with prospective

output dynamics.

6.3 Prospectivity through adaptation currents

In general, when neurons have additional variables that cou-

ple negatively into the membrane potential, such as certain

voltage-gated ionic currents in the Hodgkin-Huxley model, or

adaptation currents such as in Izhikevich [83] or AdEx [84]

models, prospectivity on various time scales can naturally

emerge. The intuition behind the phenomenon is as follows: an

additional variable that performs a low-pass filter over either

the neuronal input or the membrane potential produces a neg-

ative phase shift and attenuates high-frequency components;

if subtracted from the membrane, it has the opposite effect,

namely inducing a positive phase shift and increasing the gain

of higher-frequency components, thus acting similarly to the

prospective operator D+
τ . Here, we demonstrate prospectivity

in leaky integrator neurons with two different kinds of adaptive

currents.

6.3.1 Voltage-dependent adaptive current

Consider the 2-variable neuron model

τmu̇ = −u+ IR− wR ,

τwẇ = −w + γuu ,
(24)

where u is the membrane potential, w the adaptive current

with time constant τw, and γu a coupling factor. Without loss

of generality, we assume R = 1 for the membrane resistivity.

As in Section 6.2, we now seek the transfer function H(ω) =

u(ω)/I(ω). To this end, we can simply rewrite the above equa-

tions using our differential operators:

D+
τm {u} = I − w ,

D+
τw {w} = γuu .

(25)

We can now apply the Fourier transform to both equations

(using Eqn. 19 for the operators) and solve for u(ω), which

yields the transfer function

H(ω) =
1 + iωτw

(1 + iωτw)(1 + iωτm) + γu
. (26)
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The neuronal phase shift is given by ∆ψ = arctan
(

Im(H)
Re(H)

)
.

Figure 10 shows a positive shift (phase advance) over a broad

frequency spectrum.

We follow up with an analytical argument for low frequencies.

For this model, H can be approximated by a first-order expan-

sion in {ωτm, ωτw}:

H(ω) ≈ 1

1 + γu
+ iω

γuτ
w − τm

(1 + γu)2
, (27)

which yields a phase shift of

∆ψ(ω) = arctan

(
ω
γuτ

w − τm

1 + γu

)
. (28)

This makes it apparent that for γu > τm

τw
the phase shift is

positive, so the neuron is prospective.

6.3.2 Input-dependent adaptive current

With a small change, the above 2-variable model can be made

directly adaptive to the input current:

τmu̇ = −u+ IR− wR ,

τwẇ = −w + γIIR .
(29)

The transfer function is now given by

H(ω) =
1− γI + iωτw

(1 + iωτw)(1 + iωτm)
,

which also yields a phase advance for lower input frequencies

Fig. 10.

As above, we can do a first-order approximation of H in

{ωτm, ωτw}:

H(ω) ≈ (1− γI) + iω(γIτ
w + (γI − 1)τm) ,

which yields a phase-shift of

∆ψ(ω) = arctan

(
ω
γIτ

w + (γI − 1)τm

1− γI

)
. (30)

Thus, for τm

τm+τw
< γI < 1 the membrane is prospective with

respect to its input.

6.4 Relationship to SSMs

To illustrate the connection between SSMs and the GLE, we

consider a single layer of the GLE model (and drop the index ℓ

and explicit time dependence (t) for brevity). First, we define a

shorthand y for prospective states D+
τ r

{
I−

τm {Wr}
}
(i.e., the

neuronal output before being passed through the nonlinearity)

and, as before, we use u = I−
τm {Wr} to denote membrane

potentials. For simplicity, we have ignored the biases. We can

now rewrite y as

y = D+
τ r

{
I−

τm {Wr}
}
= D+

τ r {u} = u+ τ r ◦ d

dt
u

= (1−α) ◦ u+α ◦Wr ,
(31)

where we plugged in the integral form of the membrane poten-

tial u (cf. Eqn. 1) in the last step, 1 denotes the identity vector

and α := τ r/τm. We use “◦” and “/” to denote element-wise

multiplication and division, respectively. Then, the dynamics

of membranes u and prospective states y are given by a system

of two coupled equations

u̇ = − 1

τm
◦ u+

1

τm
◦Wr ,

y = (1−α) ◦ u+α ◦Wr .
(32)

Similarly, in SSMs, inputs r, latent states u and observations

y are related by [71]

u̇ = Au+Br ,

y = Cu+Dr ,
(33)

where A, B, C and D are matrices of appropriate dimensions.

Comparing equations Eqns. 32 and 33, it is apparent that

membrane potentials in GLE correspond to latent states in

SSMs by setting A = − diag(1/τm) and B = diag(1/τm)W .

Furthermore, prospective outputs in GLE correspond to ob-

servations in SSMs by setting C = diag(1 − α) and D =

diag(α)W . Thus, GLE forward dynamics can implement a

specific (diagonal) form of SSMs.

6.5 Simulation details

6.5.1 Numerical integration

We use forward Euler integration to solve the system of implicit

coupled differential equations that determine the network dy-

namics, which simultaneously includes neuron (membrane po-

tentials for the different compartments) and parameter (synap-

tic weights, neuronal biases and time constants) dynamics.

Recall the neuronal dynamics of our networks, characterized by

feedforward signals at time t (we drop the (t) here for brevity)

rℓ = φ(D+
τ r
ℓ
{uℓ}) (34)

= φ
(
D+

τ r
ℓ

{
I−

τm
ℓ
{Wℓrℓ−1 + bℓ + eℓ}

})
(35)

with feedback errors

eℓ = D+
τm
ℓ
{vℓ} = D+

τm
ℓ

{
I−

τ r
ℓ

{
einst
ℓ

}}
, (36)

where we implicitly defined the instantaneous error

einst
ℓ = φ′

(
D+

τ r
ℓ
{uℓ}

)
◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1 − β
∂C

∂D+
τ r
ℓ
{uℓ}

. (37)

We first approximate the temporal derivatives of the mem-
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brane potentials uℓ(t) by a finite difference

u̇ℓ(t) =

[
1

τm
ℓ

◦ (−uℓ +Wℓrℓ−1 + eℓ)

]
(t) (38)

≈ uℓ(t+ dt)− uℓ(t)

dt
, (39)

where the fraction is understood to be component-wise. This

equation can then be solved for the membrane potentials at

the next time step:

uℓ(t+ dt) =

[
uℓ +

dt

τm
ℓ

◦ (−uℓ +Wℓrℓ−1 + eℓ)

]
(t) (40)

Similarly, we can approximate the derivative of the error neu-

ron potentials vℓ(t) and solve for the potentials at the next

time step:

vℓ(t+ dt) =

[
vℓ +

dt

τ r
ℓ

◦
(
−vℓ + einst

ℓ

)]
(t) (41)

The learning dynamics (Eqns. 12 to 15) are discretized accord-

ingly. For example, the update of the synaptic weights Wℓ is

given by

Wℓ(t+ dt) =

[
Wℓ +

dt

τWℓ︸︷︷︸
ηW
ℓ

◦ eℓrT
ℓ−1

]
(t) . (42)

This system of equations is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Forward Euler simulation of GLE network

initialize network parameters θ = {W , b, τm, τ r}
initialize network states at t = 0: u(0), v(0), r(0), e(0)
for time step t in [0, T ] with step size dt do

for layer ℓ from 1 to L do
if ℓ = L then

calculate instantaneous target error:
einstL (t+ dt)← βφ′

L(t) ◦ (r
trg(t)− rL(t))

else
propagate feedback error signals:
einstℓ (t+ dt)← φ′

ℓ(t) ◦W
T
ℓ+1(t)eℓ+1(t)

end if
sum input currents:

Iℓ(t) = Wℓ(t)rℓ−1(t) + bℓ(t) + γeℓ(t)
approximate membrane potential derivatives:

∆uℓ(t)← (τm
ℓ (t))−1 ◦ (−uℓ(t) + Iℓ(t))

update membrane potentials:
uℓ(t+ dt)← uℓ(t) + dt∆uℓ(t)

approximate error potential derivatives:
∆vℓ(t)← (τ r

ℓ (t))
−1 ◦

(
−vℓ(t) + einstℓ (t)

)
update error potentials:

vℓ(t+ dt)← vℓ(t) + dt∆vℓ(t)
update prospective error potentials:

eℓ(t+ dt)← vℓ(t) + τm
ℓ (t) ◦∆vℓ(t)

calculate prospective outputs:
rℓ(t+ dt)← φ

(
uℓ(t) + τ r

ℓ (t) ◦∆uℓ(t)
)

update synaptic weights:
Wℓ(t+ dt)←Wℓ(t) + ηW eℓ(t)r

T
ℓ−1(t)

update biases:
bℓ(t+ dt)← bℓ(t) + ηbeℓ(t)

update membrane time constants:
τm
ℓ (t+ dt)← τm

ℓ (t)− ητeℓ(t) ◦∆uℓ(t)
update prospective time constants:

τ r
ℓ (t+ dt)← τ r

ℓ (t) + ητeinstℓ (t) ◦∆vℓ(t)
end for

end for

Note that in addition to the nudging strength β that scales

the target error, we introduce another parameter γ to scale

the coupling between the apical dendritic and somatic com-

partments, thus controlling the feedback of the error signals e

into the somatic potentials u.

6.5.2 General simulation details for the GLE net-

works

Our networks are implemented in Python using the PyTorch

library. All vector quantities with a layer index ℓ are imple-

mented as PyTorch tensors. Neuronal activation functions are

hyperbolic tangents.

For the cost function C, we either use a mean-squared error

(MSE)

C =
1

2

∑
i∈L

(rtrgi − ri)
2

(43)

with outputs

ri = φ
(
D+
τri

{ui}
)

(44)

or a cross-entropy (CE) loss

C = −
∑
i∈L

rtrgi log(ri) (45)

with softmax outputs

ri = exp
(
D+
τri
{ui}

)
/
∑
j

exp
(
D+
τrj
{uj}

)
(46)

depending on the task. In both cases, the rtrg is either a target

rate or a one-hot vector encoding the target class.

In the two teacher-student setups, the target output rate is

produced by a teacher network with the same architecture as

the student, but with fixed weights and time constants. Stu-

dent networks trained with different algorithms are initialized

with identical but randomized parameters. The outputs of

teacher and student are compared via the MSE loss.

Time units are fixed but arbitrary, so we can treat time as

unit-free in the following.

6.5.3 GLE chain (Section 3.1 and Fig. 5)

The input signal is a smoothed square wave of amplitude 1

and period T = 4, with a simulation time step of dt = 0.01.

Batches of 100 samples are generated by shifting the input ran-

domly in time by values between 0 and T/2. Teacher weights

and time constants are w0 = 1, w1 = 2, τm0 = 1, τm2 = 2,

τ r0 = τ r1 = 0.1. The two student networks trained with GLE

and instantaneous BP use a learning rate of 0.0001 and a nudg-

ing strength of β = 0.01. The three student networks trained

with truncated BPTT and truncation windows of 1, 2 and 4

use learning rates of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04, respectively. All net-

works use the Adam optimizer [85] with default parameters for

momentum and decay rates for faster convergence.

6.5.4 Small networks (Section 3.2 and Fig. 6)

The input signal is a composition of three sine signals with

frequencies ω1 = 0.49, ω2 = 1.07, and ω3 = 1.98. To isolate the

effect of backpropagated errors over multiple layers, only the

bottom weights are initialized randomly and then learned. The
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Table 1: Neuron, network and training parameters used to produce the results shown in Fig. 8.

MNIST1D MNIST1D MNIST1D GSC
Symbol Parameter name GLE (15k) GLE (42k) LagNet + LE GLE

Dynamic parameters in arbitrary units

dt simulation time step 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.05
T sample duration 72 = 360 dt 72 = 360 dt 72 = 360 dt 41mfs/mfcc = 820 dt
τm membrane time constants [1.2, 1.2, 0.6]1 [1.2, 0.6, 0.2]1 1.0 [2.4, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4]1

τr prospective time constants [0.6, 0.2, 0.2]1 [0.6, 0.2, 0.2]1 1.0 [2.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]1

Network parameters

φℓ activation tanh tanh tanh tanh
φL output activation softmax softmax softmax softmax
C cost cross-entropy cross-entropy cross-entropy cross-entropy

architecture GLE FC GLE FC LagNet2+ LE-MLP GLE FC
number of hidden layers 6 6 2 3
input size 1 1 10 32
hidden layer size 17 + 18 + 18 30 + 30 + 30 60 + 60 150 + 150 + 150 + 150 + 150
output layer size 10 10 10 12

β nudging strength 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
γ apical-somatic coupling 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ηW,b learning rate 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005

Winit, binit initial weights & biases U(−
√
k,

√
k) with k = 1/fan-in3

optimizer Adam [85] with PyTorch’s default parameters
lr scheduler ReduceOnPlateau ReduceOnPlateau
lr scheduler params γ = 0.5, patience=2 γ = 0.9, patience=3

Training parameters

batch size 100 100 100 256
# training epochs 150 150 150 200
# train samples 4000 4000 4000 36923
# validation samples 1000 1000 1000 4445
# seeds 10 10 10 10

1 Time constants of the three neuron populations in each hidden layer.
2 The LagNet has a single input that projects onto four hidden layers with ten neurons each. The layers are connected with
identity weight matrices and not learned. Each hidden layer uses linearly distributed membrane time constants between τm =
[dt = 0.2, . . . , 1.8] and equal τr = dt = 0.2. This allows for a mapping of the temporal sequence to spatially distributed
representations. The output of the last hidden layer is fed into the plastic (G)LE network.

loss depicted in Fig. 6f is filtered with a rectangular window

of width 1. The AM (see also Algorithm 2 in the Supplement)

uses a truncation window of duration 3. Learning rates are

ηGLE = 2 × 10−2 and ηAM = 7 × 10−2. We use a teacher

nudging strength of β = 1, and a somato-dendritic coupling of

γ = 10−3. The frequency resolution in Fig. 6c,d is given by
2π
ndt

, where n is the window length over which the frequency

spectrum is calculated. To calculate the frequency spectrum

of the signals before and during the early learning phase, the

network is simulated for n = 8000 steps with fixed weights

(yielding a frequency resolution of ≈ 0.078).

6.5.5 MNIST-1D (Section 3.3.1/3.3.3 and Fig. 8d/f)

The GLE networks in Fig. 8d use a layered architecture with a

single input neuron in the first layer, six fully connected hidden

layers and an output layer with ten neurons. Each hidden layer

has three different populations of neurons, each with different

time constants τm and τ r. The (G)LE etworks in Fig. 8f use

a custom, non-plastic LagNet of purely retrospective neurons

(τ r = 0) with different membrane time constants τm that allow

for an approximate, partial mapping of the temporal sequence

to the neuronal space. Detailed parameters for the different

GLE networks are given in Table 1.

The original publication of the dataset [54] uses a downsam-

pled version of the sequences to 40 time steps (baseline results

with index 0 in Fig. 8f). For a more continuous input, we in-

terpolate the original sequences of length 72 to 360 time steps.

To ensure a fair comparison, we also retrain the baseline ar-

chitectures on these higher-resolution sequences (Fig. 8d). An

overview over the different reference models, their size and fi-

nal performance on the MNIST-1D dataset is shown in Table 2

in the Supplement.

6.5.6 Google Speech Commands

The GLE networks use a layered architecture with 32 input

neurons in the first layer, 3 fully-connected hidden layers and

an output layer with twelve neurons. Each hidden layer has

five different populations of neurons, each with different time

constants τm and τ r. Detailed parameters for the different

GLE networks are given in the last column of Table 1.

To provide a fair comparison, the dataset (v2.12) and data

augmentation process from [86] is used to train and test all

models. For a more continuous input, the original sequences

are interpolated, increasing the number of time steps by a fac-

tor of 20. The train/validation/test set split ratio is 80:10:10.

The training data is augmented with background noise and

random time shifts of up to 100ms. The length and stride of

the Fourier window, the number of frequency bins and the type

of Mel frequency representation is optimized for each method

independently; all parameters are given in Table 3 in the Sup-

plement.
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Supplementary Information

9 Adjoint equations and parameter updates for the feedforward pathway in GLE networks

The general problem we aim to solve is to minimize some cost C(u, u̇,θ) through adaptation of the parameters θ ∈ {W , b, τm, τ r}
of a dynamical system with presynaptic inputs rin, which is constrained by the dynamics of state variables u. The dynamics are

described by a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in implicit form

h(u, u̇,θ, t) = τmu̇+ u−Wrin − b = 0 . (47)

Note that this is a special case of the GLE dynamics, where the error term e is zero and the solution is given by

u(t) = I−
τm {Wrin + b} . (48)

We define the cost functional C as the integral of the instantaneous cost C over some time interval [0, T ]

C(u, u̇,θ) =
∫ T

0

C(t,u, u̇,θ) dt , (49)

where the instantaneous cost can be defined as the mean-squared error between the target rate rtrg and the actual rate r at time

t of some subset O of all the neurons in the network N , C(t,u, u̇,θ) = 1
2

∑
o∈O ∥rtrg(t) − r(t,uo, u̇o)∥2. In practice, C could

represent the integrated cost over a data sample or a window of a continuous input stream of length T .

In order to solve the constrained optimization problem with AM, we first introduce the Lagrangian

L ≡
∫ T

0

C (t,u(t), u̇(t),θ) + λT(t)h(t,u(t), u̇(t),θ) dt , (50)

where λ(t) acts a Lagrangian multiplier. The gradient of the Lagrangian L w.r.t. the parameters θ reads (suppressing the explicit

time-dependence from here on)

dL
dθ

=

∫ T

0

{[
∂C

∂θ
+
∂C

∂u

du

dθ
+
∂C

∂u̇

du̇

dθ

]
+

dλT

dθ
h︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+λT

(
∂h

∂θ
+
∂h

∂u

du

dθ
+
∂h

∂u̇

du̇

dθ

)}
dt . (51)

The term proportional to h vanishes, as h = 0 is satisfied at all times t. Most of the remaining terms can be simplified upon

substituting one of the specific parameters θ. In the following we derive the parameter updates for the synaptic weights W . We

do so first for a single vector of output neurons (i.e., neurons receiving external targets; this corresponds to the output layer in a

hierarchical network) and then extend the derivation to hidden layers.

9.1 Output neurons

After integrating by parts the terms including du̇/dW , we can rewrite the gradient as

dL
dW

=

∫ T

0

{
∂C

∂W
+ λT ∂h

∂W
+

[
∂C

∂u
− d

dt

∂C

∂u̇
+ λT ∂h

∂u
− λ̇T ∂h

∂u̇
− λT d

dt

∂h

∂u̇

]
du

dW

}
dt+

[(
λT ∂h

∂u̇
+
∂C

∂u̇

)
∂u

∂W

]T
0

. (52)

To set boundary terms of the dynamical system at t = T to zero in Eqn. 52, we choose

λ(T ) = −
(
∂h

∂u̇

)−1
∂C

∂u̇

∣∣∣∣∣
t=T

(Eqn. 47)
=

τ r

τm
◦φ′ (D+

τ r{u(T )}
)
◦
(
rtrg(T )−φ

(
D+

τ r{u(T )}
))

(53)

and obtain an initial condition for the adjoint system. Similarly, one can account for the initial conditions g(u, u̇,W )|t=0 of the

dynamical system at t = 0 by adding another term to the Lagrangian, namely µTg(u(0), u̇(0),W ). Both λ and µ are vectors of

Lagrangian multipliers that can be freely chosen because the constraints h = 0 and g = 0 are always satisfied by construction.

Inspecting Eqn. 52, we observe that we can avoid calculating the term du
dW

if the terms in square brackets are zero for all times

t, which defines the dynamics of the adjoint system:

∂C

∂u
− d

dt

∂C

∂u̇
+ λT ∂h

∂u
− λ̇T ∂h

∂u̇
− λT d

dt

∂h

∂u̇
= 0 . (54)

Substituting the dynamic constraint h defined in Eq. (47) yields the corresponding adjoint dynamics

τm d

dt
λ(t) = λ−

(
1− τ r d

dt

)[
φ′ ◦ (rtrg − r)

]
. (55)
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This equation can be solved in a similar fashion to the forward dynamics (Eqn. 47). First, we conveniently define the adjoint

operators

I+
τ {x(t)} =

1

τ

∫ ∞

t

dsx(s) e
t−s
τ (discounted future) (56)

D−
τ {x(t)} =

(
1− τ

d

dt

)
x(t) . (lookback) . (57)

Using these operators, we can write the dynamics of the adjoint variable λ as

λ(t) = I+
τm{D−

τ r{φ′ ◦ (rtrg − r)}} . (58)

together with a boundary condition at t = T given by Eqn. 53. Note that I+
τm integrates the dynamics into the future; this is the

crucial reason why an AM weight update cannot be calculated online. Instead, we present a sample for the period T , and only

afterwards integrate the adjoint dynamics backwards in time to obtain the Lagrange multiplier λ at all times t ∈ [0, T ]. Finally,

this allows us to calculate the gradient of the cost with respect to the synaptic weights

∇WL =

(
dL
dW

)T

=

∫ T

0

dtλ(t)rT
in(t) . (59)

9.2 Hidden neurons

We now extend the proof to hidden layers. In order to do so, we introduce labels for all layers: uℓ denotes the somatic voltage of

a given layer ℓ. Lookahead D+
τ r
ℓ
and low-pass filters I−

τm
ℓ

operate with layer-specific time constants τ r
ℓ and τm

ℓ , respectively. The

Lagrange multipliers λℓ are required to enforce the dynamics

hℓ(uℓ, u̇ℓ,θ, t) = τm
ℓ u̇ℓ + uℓ −Wℓφ

(
D+

τ r
ℓ−1

{uℓ−1}
)
− bℓ = 0 . (60)

Remembering the layer-wise energy (cf. Eqn. 3)

Eℓ =
1

2
∥eℓ∥2 =

1

2
∥uℓ + τ r

ℓ u̇ℓ −Wℓφ (uℓ−1 + τ r
ℓ−1u̇ℓ−1)− bℓ∥2 ,

the goal of gradient descent in a hidden layer ℓ is to minimize the energy Eℓ+1 of the layer above, analogously to the cost C in

the output layer. As before, we introduce Lagrange multipliers λℓ, and calculate

dL
dWℓ

=
d

dWℓ

∫ T

0

dt
[
Eℓ+1 + λT

ℓ hℓ
]
.

Following the same reasoning as for the output layer, Lagrange multipliers λℓ are determined by (ref. Eq. (54))

∂Eℓ+1

∂uℓ
− d

dt

∂Eℓ+1

∂u̇ℓ
+ λT

ℓ
∂hℓ
∂uℓ

− λ̇T
ℓ
∂hℓ
∂u̇ℓ

− λT
ℓ
d

dt

∂hℓ
∂u̇ℓ︸︷︷︸
=τm

ℓ

= 0 . (61)

Working out the derivatives and assuming fixed time constants τm
ℓ , we find the adjoint dynamics of the hidden layer ℓ to be

−
(
1− τ r

ℓ
d

dt

)[
φ′
ℓ ◦ eT

ℓ+1Wℓ+1

]
+ λT

ℓ − τm
ℓ λ̇T

ℓ = 0 , (62)

which after transposition can be written as

τm
ℓ λ̇ℓ = λℓ −D−

τ r
ℓ

[
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1

]
, (63)

and is solved by

λℓ = I+
τm
ℓ
D−

τ r
ℓ

[
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1eℓ+1

]
. (64)

Considering Eqn. 58 and Eqn. 64, it now follows by induction that

λℓ = I+
τm
ℓ
D−

τ r
ℓ

[
φ′
ℓ ◦WT

ℓ+1λℓ+1

]
. (65)
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10 Simulation details

10.1 Small GLE nets

The main goal of Section 3.2 is to compare the dynamics and frequency response of the adjoint variables given by AM with the

errors of GLE networks. In contrast to Section 3.1, where the BPTT baselines are obtained by backpropagating through the

discretized forward dynamics of the GLE network, here we discretize the adjoint equations and integrate them numerically. The

pseudocode comprising the forward and adjoint dynamics, together with synaptic plasticity, is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Simulation of the Adjoint Method baselines in Section 3.2

initialize network parameters θ = {Wij , bi, τ
m
i , τ ri }

initialize network states at t = 0: ui(0), ri(0)
initialize adjoint variable λ states at t = T : λi(T )
for time step t ∈ [0, T ] with step size dt do

for layer ℓ from 1 to L do
sum input currents:

Iℓ(t) = Wℓ(t)rℓ−1(t) + bℓ(t)
integrate input currents into membrane:

∆uℓ(t)← (τm
ℓ )−1 ◦ (−uℓ(t) + Iℓ(t))

update membrane voltages:
uℓ(t+ dt)← uℓ(t) + dt∆uℓ(t)

calculate prospective outputs:
rℓ(t+ dt)← φ

(
uℓ(t) + τ r

ℓ ◦∆uℓ(t)
)

store variables and update time index:
t← t+ dt

end for
end for
for layer ℓ from L to 1 do

for time step t ∈ [T,dt] with step size dt do

calculate lookback D−
τ r
ℓ
:

if ℓ = L then

D−
τ r
L
←

(
1− τ r

ℓ
dt

)
◦φ′

L(t) ◦
(
rtrg(t)− rL(t)

)
− τ r

ℓ
dt
◦φ′

L(t− dt) ◦
(
rtrg(t− dt)− rL(t− dt)

)
else

D−
τ r
ℓ
←

(
1− τ r

ℓ
dt

)
◦φ′

ℓ(t) ◦
(
WT
ℓ+1λℓ+1(t)

)
− τ r

ℓ
dt
◦φ′

ℓ(t− dt) ◦
(
WT
ℓ+1λℓ+1(t− dt)

)
end if
calculate adjoint variable:

λℓ(t− dt)← λℓ(t) ◦ e−dt/τm
ℓ +D−

τ r
ℓ
◦ dt/τm

ℓ

update time index:
t← t− dt

end for
end for
Update synaptic weights:

Wℓ ←Wℓ − ηW
∑T
t=dt λℓ(t)r

T
ℓ−1(t)

10.1.1 MNIST-1D reference baselines

All baselines were trained offline with BP(TT) (using PyTorch autograd) on the classification loss LC =
∑
t CE(ŷ, yt)CE(ŷ, y),

with the one-hot target ŷ and the prediction y = Softmax(
∑T
t=0 yt), where T is the length of a sample. In contrast, GLE only

uses the instantaneous cost C = CE(ŷ, y). For the TCN and MLP baselines this corresponds to classical, spatial BP as they map

time to (input) space and see the whole sequence at once. Note that the GRU implementation maintains a record of all hidden

states for each sample and subsequently trains a readout layer on top of them. Therefore, despite the sequential processing, the

GRU can only produce a prediction after the full sequence has been processed.

In particular, we use the following supersampling and model architectures:

• MLP: MNIST-1D sequences supersampled to 360 steps are fed into two consecutive hidden layers with 100 neurons each and

ReLU activations in between, followed by a readout with 10 output neurons. The learning rate is 0.005.

• TCN: MNIST-1D sequences supersampled to 360 steps are fed into three layers of dilated convolutions with 25 channels each,

kernel sizes [5, 3, 3], stride 2, a dilation of 360/40 = 9 followed by a linear readout with 125 input channels and 10 output

neurons. The learning rate is 0.01.

• GRU: MNIST-1D sequences supersampled to 72 steps are streamed into single input unit that feeds into a single, bidirectional

recurrent layer with 6 neurons followed by a linear layer on top of the hidden activations at all time steps, resulting in a

bidirectional readout with 2 ∗ 6 ∗ 72 = 864 input and 10 output neurons. The learning rate is 0.01.
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Model GLE (42k) GLE (15k) MLP0 TCN0 GRU0 MLP TCN GRU
number of parameters 42040 14956 15210 5210 5134 47210 11960 8974

online learning yes yes no no no no no no
streamed input yes yes no no yes no no yes

mean valid acc (last) / % 93.5± 0.9 91.7± 0.8 65.0± 1.2 93.7± 1.0 90.3± 2.5 65.5± 1.0 96.7± 0.9 94.0± 1.1

Table 2: Summary of the evaluated network models and their performance on the MNIST-1D dataset.

10.1.2 GSC reference baselines

As in the MNIST-1D dataset, both MLP and TCN networks were trained with spatial BP on a spatial representation of the

temporal signal. The GRU network was trained offline with BPTT.

Model GLE MLP L TCN L GRU L LSTM L

train samples 36923 36923 3 36923 36923
validation samples 4445 4445 4445 4445 4445

test samples 4890 4890 4890 4890 4890
MFS/MFCC MFS MFCC MFCC MFCC MFCC
bins/coeffs 32 40 10 40 40

Fourier Window length 64 ms 40 ms 40 ms 40ms 20 ms
Fourier Window Stride 25 ms 40 ms 20 ms 20ms 20 ms

Batch size 256 100 100 100 100
Epochs 320 320 320 320 320

# params 1160262 495744 476734 498012 492620

acc / % 91.44± 0.23 88.00± 0.25 92.32± 0.28 94.93± 0.25 94.00± 0.19

Table 3: Summary of the evaluated network models and their performance on the GSC dataset. Additional details on the baseline model
hyperparameters can be found in Appendix A of [1].
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